Phase2 believes that
technology is a common
thread that can bridge and
promote the best in human
experience.
We have a vision for how to help introduce
historically disadvantaged youth to careers
in the modern technology space that creates
valuable opportunity, experience, and access.
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Classroom
Tech Unites Us Classroom is Phase2’s social
impact program that is specifically designed
to foster and support the next generation of
tech talent. The program teaches development,
design, and other tech disciplines to
provide students with an opportunity to
learn with our top leaders at Phase2.
At Phase2, we recognize that everyone needs
a seat at the table for us to create a truly
innovative and inclusive digital experience.
Tech Unites Us Classroom is our way to
introduce more people to the tech industry
and provide them with the support they need
to be successful in their future careers.

Students will receive a guided
learning experience, one-onone mentoring sessions with
experienced professionals,
and a long-term connection
with Phase2’s network of
industry professionals.
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Interested in learning more?
What our program includes

Age Range

We are experienced teachers and mentors who
have the know-how to connect students with the
knowledge, training, and advocacy they need to
confidently take strides towards careers in tech
and associated disciplines. Our program includes:

High school students

Curriculum in
• Development
• Design
• Other tech industry disciplines

Access to tools
• Collaboration platforms
• Chat and communication programs
• Design and development software
• Online knowledge hubs and tutorials

Prerequisites
None. We recognize that different groups of
students have different levels of comfort and
experience with technology and understanding
the industry, and we make sure to meet
students where they are in their knowledge.
Our training is focused on skill development, as
well as broader understanding of what careers
in tech might look like, the language needed
to have the right conversations, and the paths
students might take to achieve their goals.

We are seeking partners
We are actively seeking partners who
have access to our target population of
eager tech industry learners. Connect with
us to see if your organization is a fit!

• Specialized tech industry software

Mentorship
• Career guidance
• Interview preparation and tips
• Resume support

Teachers with experience in all
areas of the tech industry

Example Classes

à New Developer Tips and Tricks

à All the Things We Call Design

We offer a robust and
customizable curriculum.
Here are a few examples of
our students’ favorite classes:

à The Art of a Good Demo

à Being a UX Practitioner

à Product Management 101

à Crafting a Design System

à Accessibility for the Web

à Aesthetics & Design

à What Makes a Good Project

à SEO, Analytics, and Content

Manager

Strategy

à All About Agile Process

à How to Communicate Like a Pro

à Sketch & InVision Basics

à Presentation Skills
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Note: During the COVID-19 pandemic, all classes and instruction take place online

Who is Phase2?
For the most influential companies in the world,
Phase2 is a proven partner in advancing the digital
landscape, evident by 20 years of experience,
constant invention, and trailblazing work.
Over the last two decades, we’ve grown our
presence from coast to coast and offer hubs
in the DC metro and the Pacific Northwest.
Phase2 also has experts in our Everywhere
office with nearly half of our employees
working remotely. We are constantly driven by
our values with one another and our clients:
solve, collaborate, adapt, and create.

What we believe in
The core values of Phase2 are:
à

Be authentic.

à

Jump in, think big, create.

à

Learn, collaborate, and share knowledge openly.

à

Pinpoint the real problem and solve it.

à

Adapt, evolve, and always improve.

At Phase2, we ignite change and share it with the
world. Phase2 has an unwavering commitment
to diversity and inclusion. Phase2 is dedicated
to creating an environment of openness and
engagement where each member of our
diverse workforce can bring the best, most full
expression of themselves to work every day in
order to best serve one another and our clients.

